ANTI-PROTESTER LEGISLATION & PREEMPTION: AN OVERVIEW

Since 2016, there has been a growing body of anti-protest state legislation, with 24 bills enacted in 15 states.\(^1\) This onslaught emerged in many states following Keystone XL pipeline protests and the distribution of an ALEC model bill targeting anti-pipeline protesters.\(^2\) But bills targeting protesters more broadly have also emerged as states see increased protest activity on a wide range of issues, such as the protests following President Trump’s Muslim ban and the protests spurred by the killing of Philando Castile in Minnesota by police.\(^3\) In the wake of recent demonstrations against racist police and vigilante violence against Black communities, we will likely see increased legislative attacks on protestors. As you plan for 2021 state legislative sessions, please be aware of the following anti-protest policy trends that may impact local authority and communities’ ability to exercise local democracy.\(^4\)

Expanding ‘Riot’ and Trespass Related Offenses

A number of recent state bills heighten criminal and civil liability for offenses related to riots or trespass in order to target protesters. In some states, broad definitions of riot offenses allow for protests to become easily classified as riots. This is likely to be a growing trend in 2021 legislative sessions.

In 2018, West Virginia, for example, enacted a bill (HB 4618) expanding and reaffirming an existing law against rioting. The law impacts local authority and discretion when it comes to protests. It requires that all members of West Virginia State Police, the Division of Protective Services, all sheriffs within their respective counties, and all mayors within their respective jurisdiction to suppress riots and unlawful assemblies. The law expressly permits state law enforcement and local governments to use extreme measures, such as curfews and warrantless searches, in order to disperse a riot or unlawful assembly. Additionally, if any member of the West Virginia State Police, the Division of Protective Services, sheriff, or mayor has a riot or unlawful assemblage in their jurisdiction and fails to exercise his or her authority for suppressing it and arresting the offenders, they are subject to a fine. The law eliminates officer and mayoral
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\(^1\) International Center for Not-For-Profit Law, US Protest Law Tracker (June 8, 2020).
\(^4\) The information provided in this document does not, and is not intended to, constitute legal advice. Individuals and organizations should contact an attorney licensed to practice in their state to obtain advice with respect to a particular legal matter.
liability for death or injury that occurs while dispersing a riot—this may create issues of preemption for localities wishing to increase officer liability for protest-related deaths.

**Similar Bills Pending and Enacted**

- Pending: NJ (AB 3760); NY (AB 10603)
- Enacted: ND (HB 1426, 2017); ND (HB 1293, 2017); OK (HB 2128, 2017); SD (HB 1117, 2020); WV (HB 4618, 2018)

**Offenses for Blocking Traffic**

These laws create offenses and/or increase penalties for protesters who block traffic. Some bills apply only to highways while others would apply more broadly to most public roads. These bills make certain conduct unlawful, as state laws may generally do, but, indirectly, they limit the type of conduct that can take place on local streets. So, while these bills do not appear to include a “preemption” component per se, they do interfere with the way in which localities may wish to allow for public protests on their city streets, particularly where localities have historically allowed protests along public streets leading to the obstruction of traffic. This is an area likely to see increased activity during 2021 sessions since recent protests routinely block traffic, either intentionally or inadvertently due to the massive scale of the demonstrations.

**Similar Bills Pending and Enacted**

- Pending: IA (SF 286); MA (HB 1428; HB 3284)
- Enacted: SD (SB 176, 2017); TN (SB 0902, 2017)

**Targeting Masked Protesters**

Pre COVID-19, a number of states introduced measures that target masked protesters. These bills arose in opposition to Antifa protesters who conceal their faces. Bills vary—some make it illegal to wear a mask to a protest, others increase penalties for individuals wearing masks during the commission of an offense. Some of these measures could present issues of preemption in local jurisdictions that now require masks in public. The bills do not generally appear to leave room for masks worn for public health reasons.

A bill still pending in Massachusetts, for example, compels authorities (explicitly including “the mayor and each of the aldermen of such city, each of the selectmen of such town, every justice of the peace living in any such city or town, any member of the city, town, or state police and the sheriff of the county and his deputies”) to disperse any assembly of 5 or more masked individuals.
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Similar Bills Pending and Enacted

- Pending: MA (HB 1588); OH (HB 362)

- Enacted: AZ (HB 2007, 2018 - bill amended to have minimal impact); ND (HB 1304, 2017)